
Year 4 Home Learning   Summer Term    Week 5 18.5.20 
 

Hello everyone, I can’t believe we are in the last week of this half term! It seems to have gone so 

quickly yet feels like an awful long time since we saw each other in school. I know that you continue to 

work hard and I am impressed every week with your attitude to learning, your creativeness and most 

of all, your enthusiasm! This goes for the adults too – it is lovely to see you joining in some of the 

learning and I can’t thank you enough for supporting your child through this difficult time. 

Please keep the emails coming in and we will continue to share and celebrate your work on Twitter and 

now Facebook. Our class email: y4cleves@cclt.education  

 

Please remember that online applications such as: Conquermaths, ActiveLearn, Times Tables 

Rockstars (including Numbots too!) and SpellingShed are also available and should be used. Mrs 

McAuley does set tasks for you every week on all of these online sites and we can check your 

progress. You are always at the top, or near the top of the leaderboard on spelling shed – keep this 

going – see if you can be top every week! 

 

As last week, the tasks outlined below will just provide further information, particularly for the 

foundation subjects which can be built on as we move through the Summer term together.  
 

The BBC Bitesize and Oak Academy websites are full of lots of different learning and you are more 

than welcome to choose some of these tasks yourself. The ones I have chosen below match our plan 

from school where possible so will prevent children redoing work they have already done this year.  

 
 

Maths:  

I know lots of you are doing the White Rose Maths. Don’t worry if you haven’t got a printer, you can 

just write your answers down on a sheet of paper and email them, remembering to put which lesson it 

is at the top. We are up to Summer Term Week 5 this week. If you haven’t already given it a go, then 

you could start with Summer Term Week 1. As a school, we have now subscribed to the premium 

resources from White Rose and we will download the activity sheets and put them on the 

website in the maths folder, just like I did last week. The videos can still be accessed using 

the link below. 

 https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/  

Tasks are set on Conquermaths but remember that you can go on at any time and complete tasks, do 

the speed skills or the little tests.   

Remember to keep the Times Tables going on TTrockstars (including Numbots) as well, as this will be 

really important.  
 

 

English:  

Keep using Bugclub, Spelling and Grammar Bug and Spelling Shed as they all help with your English 

learning and we can check your progress.  
https://switchzoo.com/ 

I want us to use the skills we have gained about creating factfiles and create our own animal. You can 

decide on your own or you can use the website above. Switcheroo Zoo is great fun – it lets you put 

lots of different animals together. You would then need to use your imagination to create your 

factfile. You don’t necessarily need to create an animal that lives on this planet, it could live on a 

world that you have created. If you do this, I want to see your planet and a description of it. 

1. Draw a detailed picture of it and label it  

2. Discuss the main characteristics of the animal you have chosen e.g. habitat (including map of where 

it lives) diet, predators, animal classification etc. 

I look forward to seeing your animals and reading all about them. 
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Geography: 
 

I want us to do a bit more research about earthquakes for our final week of looking at earthquakes 

and tsunamis. There are 2 questions I want you to think about: 1. Why don’t the largest earthquakes 

always cause the most death and destruction? 

2. Why do most volcanoes happen in the same places as earthquakes? 

You might find the answers to both of these questions at the same time or you might not. You will 

have to conduct your research carefully and safely. Make sure you use key words in your searches and 

use the internet safely. You can present your answers in any way you like. 

 

PSHE/Rights Respecting 

This week we are looking at Article 28 - the right to education. As teachers we know how important 

this right is for children, particularly when education for children in the UK is harder to access. 

This is the link to download all of the resources for the week but below is a snapshot of the activities 

that you could do from Unicef. You really don’t need to do them all – just the ones you want to have a 

go at. https://www.unicef.org.uk/rights-respecting-schools/resources/teaching-resources/guidance-

assemblies-lessons/article-of-the-

week/?utm_source=Unicef_UK&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=rrsa_newsletter_rrs 
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Computing:  

What makes a good computer game? You could work through the BBC videos and tasks and then 

create a simple game yourself if you have Scratch or something similar. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zs7s4wx/articles/zw96tfr 

 

Spanish: 

To be able to say how you are feeling in Spanish – join in the lesson from the Oak Academy this week. 

Don’t forget to send me little videos or photos or you doing this lesson and practising! 

https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-4/#subjects 

 

Music: 

https://www.thenational.academy/year-4/foundation/to-beatbox-using-rhythmic-patterns-year-4-

wk2-5 

In this lesson, we will learn some basic rhythmic patterns and then use these to beatbox – this looks 

like a great lesson and I look forward to hearing you all beatbox. 

 

Art: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zjgj7nb In this lesson learn about how French painter Henri 

Rousseau used his imagination to paint places he had never visited, learn some basic artistic 

techniques and create your own artwork. This artwork could link nicely with our English work and the 

habitats that your creature lives in. 

 

Eco Challenge:  

Mrs Claydon sent something out on the app last week about an eco-themed competition going on.   

You could make a poster all about litter and the effects of this and could also have a go at this 

challenge too: https://www.eco-schools.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Litter-Primary-Eco-

Schools-At-Home.pdf  
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Finding a routine that works for you will be really important and hopefully some of these suggestions 

will help. Remember, these are to be done throughout the whole week and it is vitally important that 

regular breaks are taken.  
 

Most importantly, take time to relax with each other! Enjoy plenty of arts and crafts. Grab a jigsaw 

and play some board games.  
 

 

Can’t wait to see you all again very soon ☺ ☺  
 

Mrs Brentnall 


